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Abstract

Owing to the unique properties of strongly confined and enhanced electric fields,

surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) provide a new platform for the realization of

ultracompact plasmonic circuits. However, there are challenges in coupling light into

SPPs efficiently and subsequently routing SPPs. Here, we propose a multi-directional

SPPs splitter and polarization analyzer based on the catenary metasurface. Based on

the abundant electromagnetic modes and geometric phase modulation principle of

catenary structure, the device has realized high efficiency beam splitting for four

different polarization states (x-polarization, y-polarization, LCP and RCP). The central

wavelength of the device is 632 nm and the operation bandwidth can reach 70 nm

(585-655 nm). Based on the phenomenon of SPPs beam splitting, we present a

prototype of a polarization analyzer, which can detect the polarization state of incident

light by adding photodetector with light intensity logic threshold in four directions.

Moreover, by combining this device with dynamic polarization modulation techniques,

it is possible to be served as a router or switch in integrated photonic circuits.
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1. Introduction

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [1, 2] with remarkable capabilities of

subwavelength field confinement and strong field enhancement have provided an

efficient route to realize on-chip optical devices such as SPPs splitter, directional

coupler and ultrasensitive sensor [3-11]. Among them, the SPPs splitter, which can

separate the incident beams to propagate in different directions, plays an important

role in the router and Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) [12-14].

Recently, due to the requirement of ultra-diffraction limit spectroscopy, a variety of

SPPs splitters have been designed by using asymmetric double grooves, T-shaped, and

composite slits and grooves [15-17]. However, the aforementioned SPPs splitter can

only excite SPPs in different directions under different wavelengths of the same

polarized light. In order to excite SPPs with different directions under different

polarized lights, Lin et al. proposed multiple parallel column nanostructure pairs [18],

which realized the SPPs beam splitting under the incidence of left-handed circularly

polarized (LCP) and right-handed circularly polarized (RCP). Sun et al. designed a

hybrid strip waveguide, the two incident waveguide modes of orthogonal polarization

states can be efficiently split on chips based on the different radiation losses [19].

However, we note here that the polarization-controlled SPPs excitation examined

thus far depend either on x-polarized and y-polarized incidences or on LCP and RCP

incidences, only two polarization states of incident light can be splitted in one

structure [20-22]. In order to address this problem, Shen et al. demonstrated a

bi/tridirectional SPPs splitter based on a slanted gold mushroom array [23], achieving

different responses to multiple incident light polarization states. Xu et al. proposed a

metasurface composed of two split-ring-shaped slit resonators, which realized

different asymmetric excitation under the x-polarized, y-polarized, LCP, and RCP

incidences [24]. However, the unit structures of the above devices are not continuous,

so there are abundant structural parameters to be considered, and the processing

technology is complicated, which relatively limits their practical applications. More

importantly, it is quite a challenge to achieve different responses of multiple



polarization states with single unit structure since linearly (circularly) polarized light

can be regarded as a superposition of two circularly (linearly) polarized lights [25].

The catenary curve whose shape is similar to the free-hanging chain with uniform

force at each point has been widely used in the micro-nano optics [26-30]. Owing to

the abundant electromagnetic modes and geometric phase modulation ability of the

catenary apertures, the SPPs directional launching can be modulated under the

incidence of both linearly and circularly polarized lights with different directional

excitation mechanisms [31-33]. Therefore, complex SPPs response can be achieved

by using the unit catenary aperture, then considering the remarkable ability of

metasurface in light manipulation [34-37], the SPPs with different directions under

different incident light polarization states can be realized by designing a reasonable

metasurface. In this paper, we propose a multi-directional SPPs splitter and

polarization analyzer based on the catenary metasurface, which can modulate SPPs

directions by changing the incident polarization state. So this device has the

performance of multidirectional splitter and polarization analyzer simultaneously. The

results show the potential of the catenary metasurface in subwavelength optical

devices and integrated optical circuits.

2. Device structure and design

To gain insight into the optical properties of the multi-directional SPPs

splitter based on the catenary metasurface, we performed numerical simulations

using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. Here, the perfectly

matched layer (PML) boundary condition is adopted to eliminate unwanted

deviation. The schematic of the proposed multi-directional SPPs splitter based

on the catenary metasurface is depicted in Figure 1a. Here, the catenary

aperture is obtained by translating the catenary curve with Δ along the X

direction and the catenary curve is expressed as:

)sec(ln





yx 
 （1）

where Λ is the width of the catenary in the Y direction. Because the value of

equation (1) is infinite for y=±Λ/2, catenary curves are truncated at the two



ends in practical design. In this paper, the intersection of two catenary curves is

set at y=±0.46Λ, therefore the width of catenary apertures along the Y direction

is 0.92Λ. The optimized parameters are 0.92Λ=552 nm, Δ=130 nm. And the

thickness of the gold film is 120 nm, the relative permittivity of gold as a

function of the wavelength is taken from the data of Palik [38].

To enhance the beam splitting and overall SPPs field at the designed

wavelength of 632 nm, a 4 × 4 array setup is adopted. Here, the periods in the X

and Y directions are Tx and Ty, respectively. And the periods should set to be

600 nm along both the X and Y directions so that the excited SPPs on the air

side could constructively interfere with each other [39]. The whole structure is

normally illuminated from the back side using the x-polarized, y-polarized, LCP,

and RCP light, respectively.

Figure 1. (a) The schematic of the multi-directional SPPs splitter based on the catenary

metasurface. The inset represents the cocrresponding unit catenary aperture. The electric field

patterns in the catenary aperture under different polarized incidence at the wavelength of 632

nm (b) x-polarized and (c) y-polarized. Inset: “+” and “-” indicate the charge distributions.

To the best of our knowledge, researchers have realized directional excitation of

SPPs under LCP and RCP based on the geometric phase modulation theory of the

catenary [31, 32]. Besides, through the analysis of the exciting electromagnetic mode

in catenary apertures, our research group realized the SPPs directional excitation

under linearly polarized light on the basis of mode superposition theory [33].

Therefore, through the combination of the exciting electromagnetic mode of the



catenary aperture and geometric phase modulation theory, it is of great potential in

controlling the direction of the excited SPPs under the illumination of both linearly

and circularly polarized light, which provides the feasibility for the realization of

SPPs splitter.

When the linearly polarized light is illuminated on the catenary metasurface,

there are abundant and different electromagnetic modes in a single catenary aperture,

as seen in Figures 1b and 1c. The electric field distribution indicates a dipole mode

and a quadrupole mode under the x-polarized and y-polarized incidence at the

wavelength of 632 nm, respectively. Because of the asymmetry of the catenary

aperture in the X direction, the electric field intensity on the left and right side of the

catenary aperture is different and the electric field on the right side is stronger than

that of the left side, thus the SPPs excitation in the +X direction can be realized. And

for the y-polarized incidence, owing to the symmetry of the catenary aperture in the Y

direction, the excited SPPs are symmetrically distributed in the ± Y direction.

Therefore, the abundant electromagnetic modes have contributed to achieving

efficient SPPs directional excitation.

For circularly polarized light, owing to the spin-orbit interactions of light [40, 41] ,

the geometric phase of the excited SPP is 2σζ(y), where σ = ±1 denotes LCP and RCP.

According to the equation of catenary curve, the inclination angle can be expressed as

follows:  /)y( y . Take the incident LCP as an example, in order to make the

excited SPPs constructively interfere along the +Y direction, the superimposing of the

geometric phase and propagation phase retardation of the excited SPPs need to satisfy

the phase condition: 02- 0  ykspp , where kspp is the wave vector of the SPPs, and y0

is the position of the metasurface. Therefore, given the relationship between the

inclination angle of the catenary curve and the geometric phase shift of the excited

SPPs, the catenary aperture with accurate designed parameters can be applied to

modulate the directions of SPPs propagation under the normal illumination of

circularly polarized light.

Because the SPPs excited by different polarized lights have specific propagation



directions and the size of the catenary aperture is smaller than the incident wavelength,

it can be regarded as a directional point source. According to Huygens-Fresnel

principle [42], through the coherent superposition of arrays of directional point

sources, the plane wave propagating in different directions is obtained. Based on the

above principles, a SPPs splitter by using the catenary metasurface can be realized.

3. Simulation results and analysis

3.1 Multi-directional SPPs splitter

To demonstrate the design of the SPPs splitter, the electric field amplitude

|Ez| on the top surface of the catenary metasurface is calculated for the

x-polarized, y-polarized, LCP, and RCP excitation at the wavelength of 632 nm,

and the corresponding results are shown in Figure 2, respectively. The Ez-feld

is depicted since this field component is dominantly related to the in-plane

propagation of the SPPs [43].

Figure 2. Simulated Ez-field-amplitude distributions at 632 nm of the catenary metasurface

under the x-polarized(a), y-polarized(b), LCP(c), and RCP(d) incidences, respectively. The

inset arrow in the bottom-left corner of each picture represents the corresponding incident

polarization state.



When the x-polarized light is illuminated on the catenary metasurface, the

excited SPPs electric field mainly propagate along the +X direction, whereas

there are few SPPs along other directions as shown in Figure 2a. When the

y-polarized light is illuminated, the SPPs are only excited along the Y direction,

the intensity of the SPPs is close to 0 in the X direction (Figure 2b). And for

two circularly polarized incident lights, the catenary metasurface couples the

LCP light into the SPPs propagating along the +X and +Y directions, and the

SPPs can hardly be excited along the -X and -Y direction (Figure 2c). While for

the RCP incident light, the coupled SPPs propagate along the +X and -Y

directions (Figure 2d). It can be seen that the launched SPPs are obviously

different from each other depending on the polarization state of the incident

light, as can be gathered from the presented field distributions. Therefore, the

multi-directional SPPs splitter based on the catenary metasurface is confirmed.

In order to quantitatively describe the the SPPs beam splitting effect, we

evaluated the coupling efficiency in the wavelength range from 550 to 750 nm

by integrating the field strength along metal/air interface. Here, the coupling

efficiency is defined as the ratio of the field strength launched in different

directions to the incoming field strength. The corresponding coupling

efficiency along different directions based on the catenary metasurface under

the x-polarized, y-polarized, LCP, and RCP incidences are shown in Figure 3,

respectively.

Figure 3a shows the coupling efficiency along different directions under the

illumination of x-polarized light. It can be seen that the coupling efficiency in

the +X direction is greater than that in other three directions. And the coupling

efficiency in the +X direction is higher than 10% in the wavelength range of

570-710 nm, while it is lower than 10% in other directions. And for y-polarized

light, as shown in Figure 3b, the coupling efficiency along the Y direction is

more than 10% in the wavelength range of 585-655 nm, while the coupling

efficiency in the X direction is close to zero.

When the catenary metasurface is illuminated by LCP (RCP), as shown in



Figure 3c(3d), the coupling efficiency propagating along the +X and +Y(-Y)

directions is more than 10% from 570-685 nm, while the coupling efficiency of

SPPs propagating in the -X and -Y(+Y) directions is low. Moveover, the

coupling efficiency is less than 5% near the wavelength of 632 nm, which

obviously suppresses SPPs excitation.

Figure 3. Simulated coupling efficiency in the wavelength range from 550 to 750 nm of the

catenary mrtasurface under the x-polarized(a), y-polarized(b), LCP(c), and RCP(d) incidences,

respectively.

The coupling efficiency in Figure 3 clearly shows the different coupling

efficiency in different directions based on the catenary metasurface under

different polarized light incidences. In particular, the coupling efficiency of the

four polarization states all have peaks in one or two directions near the

wavelength of 632 nm, while the excitation of SPPs is suppressed in other

directions. Therefore, the results show that the SPPs beam splitting can be

achieved by using the catenary metasurface.

3.2 Prototype of on-chip polarization analyzer

Based on the above beam splitting phenomenon, a prototype of an on-chip



polarization detector is designed, as shown in Figure 4a. Here, the catenary

metasurface is in the middle of the device and four photodetectors are placed in

four directions (+X direction, -X direction, -Y direction and +Y direction),

which are used to collect the intensity of light. For linear interference scheme,

the logic states “1” and “0” in the output ports of the optical logic gate are

usually defined by the intensity of the output optical signals [44]. Here,

according to the coupling efficiency of the excited SPPs under different

polarized light incidences, we define the logical state “1” of the photodetectors

as the coupling efficiency greater than 10%, and the logical state “0” as the

coupling efficiency less than 10%.

Figure 4. (a) The schematic of on-chip polarization detector prototype. The black rectangles

represent the photodetectors and (b) results of the logic gates.

To achieve logic operation, the output of the logic gate is required to vary

with the input polarization state [45]. Therefore, combining with the SPPs

coupling efficiency and the |Ez| electric field distribution, we summarize the

results of the logic gates in Figure 4b. When the output logic state is “1000”, it

means that the incident light is x-polarized and when the output logic state is

“0101”, it indicates that the incident light is y-polarized. Similarly, the

corresponding logic state of RCP is “1001” and the output logic state of LCP is

“1100”. Therefore when the light is normally illuminated on the catenary

metasurface, we can quickly determine the polarization state of the input light



according to the logic state of the output. Besides, the results show that the

device is valid in a bandwidth as large as 70 nm (585-655nm), which brings

great advantages to the proposed polarization analyzer in practical applications.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have designed and simulated the multi-directional SPPs

splitter and polarization analyzer based on the catenary metasurface. By

employing abundant electromagnetic modes and geometric phase modulation

ability of the catenary metasurface, SPPs can be excited and propagate in

different directions under the illumination of different polarized lights.

Moreover, the device can be regarded as a polarization analyzer corresponding

to the coupling efficiency of the SPPs launched in each direction. Furthermore,

the device is applicable to a broad bandwidth of 70 nm. Therefore, the proposed

catenary metasurface points out a new way to achieve ultra-compact optical

circuits.
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